#MacroSW Transcript

Healthcare social media transcript of the #MacroSW hashtag.


See #MacroSW Influencers/Analytics.

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Open Mic Night – #MacroSW chat for 5/23/2019
https://t.co/Vrw2p4BQBX https://t.co/i1DOgFm30X

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @acosaorg: Spread the word! We have a new website. Find resources, jobs, and more at new and improved https://t.co/Z1q07Eozz1. #MacroSW...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @acastrobaker: "I used to stress. Even though I’d pay my bills and rent, I would have to think about the next month and stress if I had…

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
10 minutes until #MacroSW!

The Social Workers @socialworkersfm
What does it mean to be a media savvy social worker? This unique segment mixes the old with the new for an engaging segment on how social workers can be the media and engage the media for social change. https://t.co/XYheCpqUKb #MacroSW #advocacy #media

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @socialworkersfm: What does it mean to be a media savvy social worker? This unique segment mixes the old with the new for an engaging se…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
5 minutes until #MacroSW twitter chat. Tonight is Open Mic night!
DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @SunyaFolayan: 5 minutes until #MacroSW twitter chat. Tonight is Open Mic night!

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SWcareer: Open Mic Night – #MacroSW chat for 5/23/2019 https://t.co/PbbnxvJOGQ RT @OfficialMacroSW < What topics would you like featu...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @professormccabe: Act #MacroSW #LGBTQ https://t.co/2vnhOeCxZx

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Welcome to tonight's Open Mic Chat @ #Macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@SunyaFolayan Hi @SunyaFolayan! Glad to be here for #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
I'll be your host tonight. I'm @SunyaFolayan, and I have a creative macro practice allowing me to interact with awesome colleagues and friends like you! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: I'll be your host tonight. I'm @SunyaFolayan, and I have a creative macro practice allowing me to interact with awesome...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
The #MacroSW chat begins!

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @SWcareer: Open Mic Night – #MacroSW chat for 5/23/2019 https://t.co/PbbnxvJOGQ RT @OfficialMacroSW < What topics would you like featu...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
I want to give a shout out to the #MacroSW Twitter partners: @ubssw (@SunyaFolayan) @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg @poliSW & contributor @AlyssaLotmore #MacroSW
Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: 5 minutes until #MacroSW twitter chat. Tonight is Open Mic night!

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: The #MacroSW chat begins! https://t.co/eK0UxojmG1

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @SunyaFolayan: I want to give a shout out to the #MacroSW Twitter partners: @ubssw (@SunyaFolayan) @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcu…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Have questions about Macro social work? https://t.co/CbLZgqxbxS #MacroSW #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Have questions about Macro social work? https://t.co/CbLZgqxbxS #MacroSW #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: Have questions about Macro social work? https://t.co/CbLZgqxbxS #MacroSW #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: I want to give a shout out to the #MacroSW Twitter partners: @ubssw (@SunyaFolayan) @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcu…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Have questions about Macro social work? https://t.co/CbLZgqxbxS #MacroSW #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
If you dig what we do, consider becoming our patron on our Patreon page and give a modest donation of $2 to $20. https://t.co/5OG3IPfJgk #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda  #MacroSW https://t.co/Mf5NZa2An

RovingSocialWorker J. 🤖 @Travel_MSW  RT @SunyaFolayan: If you dig what we do, consider becoming our patron on our Patreon page and give a modest donation of $2 to $20. https://…

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  RT @SunyaFolayan: If you dig what we do, consider becoming our patron on our Patreon page and give a modest donation of $2 to $20. https://…

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson  RT @SunyaFolayan: If you dig what we do, consider becoming our patron on our Patreon page and give a modest donation of $2 to $20. https://…

Ligaya Loyola #SaveODAAT #ThePassage @LigayaLoyola  RT @SunyaFolayan: I want to give a shout out to the #MacroSW Twitter partners: @ubssw (@SunyaFolayan) @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcu…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan  @SunyaFolayan: What's on your minds? What topics have your attention at this time? How are you winding down the school year as scholars and instructors? But first- Let's do quick intros! #MacroSW

Ligaya Loyola #SaveODAAT #ThePassage @LigayaLoyola  RT @SunyaFolayan: If you dig what we do, consider becoming our patron on our Patreon page and give a modest donation of $2 to $20. https://…

Anne Chillingworth Shaffer @professoranne  RT @socialworkersfm: What does it mean to be a media savvy social worker? This unique segment mixes the old with the new for an engaging se…

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  Hi #MacroSW! Glad to be back after a few week hiatus, talking about the future! Asst professor @UMBC @mdsocialwork. We celebrated graduation with our undergraduates today!
Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
@SunyaFolayan @UBSSW @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings @acosaorg @poliSW Hey #MacroSW chatters. With the semester over, feeling refreshed and ready to chat! https://t.co/luLA4v98TP

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
.@dplusbruno here with new account! Just finished first year of MSW program at @ColumbiaSSW and AM ENJOYING my summer break so far 😊#MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: @SunyaFolayan: What's on your minds? What topics have your attention at this time? How are you winding down the school ye...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
I've been thinking a lot about #academictwitter and #publicscholarship as a means of advocacy. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork Welcome! #Macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @DeafSocialWork: .@dplusbruno here with new account! Just finished first year of MSW program at @ColumbiaSSW and AM ENJOYING my summer b...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Hey y'all!! Ready for the long weekend to rest. Hectic week, but decent overall. #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker J. 🌟 @Travel_MSW
J, #TheRovingSocialWorker currently not roving as much. [A job will come up] DSW-candidate. I also have a cold. #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #MacroSW! Glad to be back after a few week hiatus, talking about the future! Asst professor @UMBC @mdsocialwork. We…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: @SunyaFolayan @UBSSW @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummins @acosaorg @poliSW Hey #MacroSW chatters. With the semester...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @DeafSocialWork: .@dplusbruno here with new account! Just finished first year of MSW program at @ColumbiaSSW and AM ENJOYING my summer b...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @DeafSocialWork: .@dplusbruno here with new account! Just finished first year of MSW program at @ColumbiaSSW and AM ENJOYING my summer b...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: @SunyaFolayan: What's on your minds? What topics have your attention at this time? How are you winding down the school ye...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: I've been thinking a lot about #academictwitter and #publicscholarship as a means of advocacy. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@karenzgoda Hola! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Good evening from beautiful Buffalo! Here representing @UBSSW, I'm Pat Shelly. Good to have @SunyaFolayan heading up the #MacroSW chat tonight ~

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@UBSSW Hola! #MacrosW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
I'd like to hear about how practicing social workers help recent MSW grads land a #MacroSW job. https://t.co/4NaQxlYYX2

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
We'll take a few short minutes to finish intros... Welcome, everyone! #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: I’d like to hear about how practicing social workers help recent #MSW grads land a #MacroSW job. https://t.co/4NaQxLYYX2

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
I'm just here to see what other ppl want to talk about. The benadryl is strong tonight #MacroSW

DeaconFATAL @fullofbass
RT @SunyaFolayan: If you dig what we do, consider becoming our patron on our Patreon page and give a modest donation of $2 to $20. https://…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Please reply using A1, A2, and so fourth in your responses to make the conversation easier to follow. #MacroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
Hi #MacroSW! Linda Grobman here from The New Social Worker magazine.

dbranbridge @dbran104
RT @SunyaFolayan: If you dig what we do, consider becoming our patron on our Patreon page and give a modest donation of $2 to $20. https://…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Here we go! Q1: from @UBSSW How are practicing social workers helping new MSW grads land #MacroSW jobs?

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Here we go! Q1: from @UBSSW How are practicing social workers helping new MSW grads land #MacroSW jobs?

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Please reply using A1, A2, and so fourth in your responses to make the conversation easier to follow. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@newsocialworker Hi, Linda! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: Here we go! Q1: from @UBSSW How are practicing social workers helping new MSW grads land #MacroSW jobs?

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@SunyaFolayan @UBSSW A1: I teach #BSW students so I'd love to hear this for them too, particularly since the BSW covers the generalist perspective. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW  13 days ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @SunyaFolayan @UBSSW A1: I teach #BSW students so I'd love to hear this for them too, particularly since the BSW covers...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  13 days ago
RT @newsocialworker: Hi #MacroSW! Linda Grobman here from The New Social Worker magazine.

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  13 days ago
RT @SunyaFolayan: Here we go! Q1: from @UBSSW How are practicing social workers helping new MSW grads land #MacroSW jobs?

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  13 days ago
RT @SunyaFolayan: Please reply using A1, A2, and so fourth in your responses to make the conversation easier to follow. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  13 days ago
RT @Travel_MSW: I'm just here to see what other ppl want to talk about. The benadryl is strong tonight #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  13 days ago
RT @UBSSW: I'd like to hear about how practicing social workers help recent #MSW grads land a #MacroSW job. https://t.co/4NaQxlYYX2

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork  13 days ago
A1: Sometime through field placement! One of supervisors from my BSW field placement said I was more than welcome to apply for a position once I got my masters. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  13 days ago
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @SunyaFolayan @UBSSW A1: I teach #BSW students so I'd love to hear this for them too, particularly since the BSW covers...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  13 days ago
I watch for applicable postings from local social service agencies and also call on our alum that are working in legislators' offices, in government, etc. There are not many #MacroSW positions that I've been able to pass on.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  13 days ago
RT @DeafSocialWork: A1: Sometime through field placement! One of supervisors from my BSW field placement said I was more than welcome to ap...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  13 days ago
RT @UBSSW: I watch for applicable postings from local social service agencies and also call on our alum that are working in legislators' o…
**Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker**
A1: I run https://t.co/PDMBWPluxv - a site where employers post all kinds of #socialwork jobs #MacroSW

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
Any recent grads that could chime in on their job searches / new employment? #MacroSW

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
RT @newsocialworker: A1: I run https://t.co/PDMBWPluxv - a site where employers post all kinds of #socialwork jobs #MacroSW

**Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul**
@UBSSW A1: I think part of the reason that #macrosw jobs are limited is that this is a false dichotomy. While there are some jobs that are clearly clinical, and some that are clearly macro, there are many more that cover a range.

**Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul**
RT @newsocialworker: A1: I run https://t.co/PDMBWPluxv - a site where employers post all kinds of #socialwork jobs #MacroSW

**Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker**
A1: I try to keep my eyes open for jobs. #MacroSW

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**
A1: I love helping #firstgen students navigate systems and introducing them to those that can help their career. #MacroSW https://t.co/iduw24D6XX

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**
RT @DeafSocialWork: A1: Sometime through field placement! One of supervisors from my BSW field placement said I was more than welcome to ap…

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**
RT @UBSSW: I watch for applicable postings from local social service agencies and also call on our alum that are working in legislators’ o…

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**
RT @newsocialworker: A1: I run https://t.co/PDMBWPluxv - a site where employers post all kinds of #socialwork jobs #MacroSW

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**
RT @UBSSW: Any recent grads that could chime in on their job searches / new employment? #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A1: I love helping #firstgen students navigate systems and introducing them to those that can help their career. #MacroSW

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
@nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Yes, that is true. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: A1: I love helping #firstgen students navigate systems and introducing them to those that can help their career. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: A1: I try to keep my eyes open for jobs. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A1: I think part of the reason that #macrosw jobs are limited is that this is a false dichotomy. While there are...

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Just like we advocate for our clients, we need to advocate for ourselves. Here is a recent podcast segment on the topic of media advocacy, but also includes messages on how we can highlight our skills to employers. https://t.co/Cv3s72PGIU #MacroSW https://t.co/Q8v4xL40j1

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@newsocialworker Great resource - and hello, Linda! #MacroSW https://t.co/TyJ1Os6pPI

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Just like we advocate for our clients, we need to advocate for ourselves. Here is a recent podcast segment on the topic...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Just like we advocate for our clients, we need to advocate for ourselves. Here is a recent podcast segment on the topic...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Social workers always wear many hats no matter the role! #MacroSW https://t.co/DGVwwkuiIo

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Social workers always wear many hats no matter the role! #MacroSW https://t.co/DGVwwkuiIo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allison Stricklin @AllisonStrick1</td>
<td>RT @SunyaFolayan: If you dig what we do, consider becoming our patron on our Patreon page and give a modest donation of $2 to $20. https://…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork</td>
<td>@karenzgoda So important. I am VERY lucky to graduate from @GallaudetU’s SWK dept because its Deaf/ASL faculty/staff knew how to help me when it came to searching for jobs that is deaf-friendly or requires ASL. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</td>
<td>RT @DeafSocialWork: @karenzgoda So important. I am VERY lucky to graduate from @GallaudetU’s SWK dept because its Deaf/ASL faculty/staff kn…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen</td>
<td>Hey #macrosw I’m Shimon joining in from Miami, FL. I’m a clinical instructor/field coordinator at FIU and I do @DoinTheWorkPod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan</td>
<td>RT @karenzgoda: A1: I love helping #firstgen students navigate systems and introducing them to those that can help their career. #MacroSW…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen 👗 Zgoda @karenzgoda</td>
<td>RT @DeafSocialWork: @karenzgoda So important. I am VERY lucky to graduate from @GallaudetU’s SWK dept because its Deaf/ASL faculty/staff kn…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @DeafSocialWork: @karenzgoda So important. I am VERY lucky to graduate from @GallaudetU’s SWK dept because its Deaf/ASL faculty/staff kn…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW Brusoe @PWBrusoe</td>
<td>RT @AlyssaLotmore: Just like we advocate for our clients, we need to advocate for ourselves. Here is a recent podcast segment on the topic…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</td>
<td>@karenzgoda @nancy_kusmaul @ShimonDCohen @DoinTheWorkPod Hi Shimon! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan</td>
<td>@karenzgoda @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Cool...and true! #Macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda</td>
<td>RT @AlyssaLotmore: Just like we advocate for our clients, we need to advocate for ourselves. Here is a recent podcast segment on the topic…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**NC Poverty Watch @NCPovertyWatch**
RT @newsocialworker: A1: I run https://t.co/PDMBWPluxv - a site where employers post all kinds of #socialwork jobs #MacroSW

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
RT @SunyaFolayan: @karenzgoda @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW Cool...and true! #MacroSW

**Karen 🍼 Zgoda @karenzgoda**
RT @ShimonDCohen: Hey #macrosw I’m Shimon joining in from Miami, FL. I’m a clinical instructor/field coordinator at FIU and I do @DoinTheWo…

**DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork**
@karenzgoda @GallaudetU Yes :) Also there's FB group for Deaf/HoH job seekers where people can share deaf-friendly jobs. Wondering if there's such for #MacroSW

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
RT @DeafSocialWork: @karenzgoda @GallaudetU Yes :) Also there's FB group for Deaf/HoH job seekers where people can share deaf-friendly jobs…

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
Q2: This question comes from the chat group. Who has a question or idea for discussion? Go ahead...first one to throw it out wins! #MacroSW

**Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen**
A1: I honestly wish I could do more in this area. We have a clinical focus and most of our students are looking for clinical positions. Some are more interested in policy and macro work so I try to connect them when I can. #macrosw

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: I honestly wish I could do more in this area. We have a clinical focus and most of our students are looking for clini…

**Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul**
@SunyaFolayan A2: How can #researchers and #macrosw practitioners use social media for community engagement?

**Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen**
Q2: what do #macrosw folks think about macro licensure?

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @SunyaFolayan A2: How can #researchers and #macrosw practitioners use social media for community engagement?
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: Q2: what do #macrosw folks think about macro licensure? https://t.co/dLmtuHp65n

Karen 🌿 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@DeafSocialWork @GallaudetU #MacroSW is hoping to grow our LinkedIn page where folks can connect, network, and share jobs! https://t.co/fLZ7pnwGG7 https://t.co/kcvUIHx1qJ

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @DeafSocialWork @GallaudetU #MacroSW is hoping to grow our LinkedIn page where folks can connect, network, and share jobs!

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
What are biggest job search challenges for you or your students for #SocialWork or #MacroSW?

Karen 🌿 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @SunyaFolayan A2: How can #researchers and #macrosw practitioners use social media for community engagement?

Karen 🌿 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: I honestly wish I could do more in this area. We have a clinical focus and most of our students are looking for clini...

Bindasfauji . . . @bindasfauji
Random macro clicks . . . . . #macrolicious #macrosw #macrophotography #photography #photograph #closeup #insects https://t.co/y0z27YvNTx

Karen 🌿 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q2: This question comes from the chat group. Who has a question or idea for discussion? Go ahead...first one to throw it...

Karen 🌿 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: Q2: what do #macrosw folks think about macro licensure? https://t.co/dLmtuHp65n

Karen 🌿 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: What are biggest job search challenges for you or your students for #SocialWork or #MacroSW?

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
(That was my A2.) #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@nancy_kusmaul My bad!!! I’ve been out of the loop. I’ll review the transcript! I personally think it’s a money scheme & plays off our professional insecurity. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: What are biggest job search challenges for you or your students for #SocialWork or #MacroSW?

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Great! We will take @nancy_kusmaul's question as Q2, then we have a Q3 #Macrosw

Dale Zuchleowski @dzuchleowski
@UBSSW @HAWNY716 may be looking for a data nerd in the near future that wants to use data to effect change, improve service delivery systems and end homelessness. #MacroSW Contact us for more info.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q: What's the best career advice you received? #MacroSW https://t.co/Z48Ky6mvuS

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
So... I am confusing the situation! Lol! I;m going to do a reset. #MacroSW

Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks
@nancy_kusmaul @SunyaFolayan A2: I would like to think that #MacroSW practitioners & #researchers could engage communities with social media by hosting chats, sharing data on trends relevant to their communities, and providing them with resources.

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
RT @TayloredLooks: @nancy_kusmaul @SunyaFolayan A2: I would like to think that #MacroSW practitioners & #researchers could engage communiti…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Thanks, Dale, for the job lead! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TayloredLooks: @nancy_kusmaul @SunyaFolayan A2: I would like to think that #MacroSW practitioners & #researchers could engage communiti…

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@karenzgoda A: Never burn your bridges, social work is a small community (and growing ever smaller with technology). #swtech #macrosw
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @TayloredLooks: @nancy_kusmaul @SunyaFolayan A2: I would like to think that #MacroSW practitioners & #researchers could engage communiti…

Karen 📚 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TayloredLooks: @nancy_kusmaul @SunyaFolayan A2: I would like to think that #MacroSW practitioners & #researchers could engage communiti…

Karen 📚 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Thanks, Dale, for the job lead! #MacroSW https://t.co/ffWUwEmv8N

Karen 📚 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @karenzgoda A: Never burn your bridges, social work is a small community (and growing ever smaller with technology). #sw…

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@karenzgoda I called a mentor of mine who was the director of my undergrad program when I was offered my first position at FIU- academic advisor. I told him I couldn’t imagine not working with youth like I’d always done & wasn’t sure if I was passionate about this. 1/x #macrosw

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
@nancy_kusmaul @SunyaFolayan A2: I find it’s useful to use variety of #socialmedia - FB, Twitter, Instagram - but need to tailor approach to the platform. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: @nancy_kusmaul @SunyaFolayan A2: I find it’s useful to use variety of #socialmedia - FB, Twitter, Instagram - but need…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda I called a mentor of mine who was the director of my undergrad program when I was offered my first position a…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Q2 What are your thoughts about Macrosw licensure? #Macrosw

Karen 📚 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul A: Mine is always save as much as you can in emergency fund because you will always need it. I read @AskAManager religiously! #MacroSW

Karen 📚 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda I called a mentor of mine who was the director of my undergrad program when I was offered my first position a…
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 13 days ago
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda I called a mentor of mine who was the director of my undergrad program when I was offered my first position a…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 13 days ago
RT @karenzgoda: @nancy_kusmaul A: Mine is always save as much as you can in emergency fund because you will always need it. I read @AskAMan…

Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks 13 days ago
@UBSSW A2: As a #MacroSW student, I am told to seek jobs that don't say social work, but needs my skills. Also, #MacroSW practitioners jobs can be specific ex: Program Evaluator, Prevention Educator, and Program Manager to name a few.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 13 days ago
RT @TayloredLooks: @UBSSW A2: As a #MacroSW student, I am told to seek jobs that don't say social work, but needs my skills. Also, #MacroSW…

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen 13 days ago
@karenzgoda He told me “Don’t judge passion from the outside.” I was like #macrosw https://t.co/BXuvneKuXT

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 13 days ago
RT @newsocialworker: @nancy_kusmaul @SunyaFolayan A2: I find it's useful to use variety of #socialmedia - FB, Twitter, Instagram - but need…

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 13 days ago
RT @TayloredLooks: @UBSSW A2: As a #MacroSW student, I am told to seek jobs that don't say social work, but needs my skills. Also, #MacroSW…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 13 days ago
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda He told me “Don’t judge passion from the outside.” I was like #macrosw https://t.co/BXuvneKuXT

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen 13 days ago
@karenzgoda I'm so glad I took the chance because I found out I am passionate about working with our students & it led to what I do now! 3/3 #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 13 days ago
RT @newsocialworker: @nancy_kusmaul @SunyaFolayan A2: I find it's useful to use variety of #socialmedia - FB, Twitter, Instagram - but need…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 13 days ago
RT @TayloredLooks: @UBSSW A2: As a #MacroSW student, I am told to seek jobs that don't say social work, but needs my skills. Also, #MacroSW…
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan</td>
<td>It's great to see the networking and information sharing tonight for new grads! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda</td>
<td>RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda I'm so glad I took the chance because I found out I am passionate about working with our students &amp; it led to…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda</td>
<td>@ShimonDCohen That’s awesome! I bet your students benefit from your passion to help them too. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</td>
<td>Job search: there is always the civil service lists and exams for Social Worker positions. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda</td>
<td>RT @SunyaFolayan: It's great to see the networking and information sharing tonight for new grads! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen</td>
<td>@karenzgoda I should add that I would not have graduated from undergrad without his help so I try to listen to his advice lol #macrosw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda</td>
<td>RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda I should add that I would not have graduated from undergrad without his help so I try to listen to his advice…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda I should add that I would not have graduated from undergrad without his help so I try to listen to his advice…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</td>
<td>RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda I'm so glad I took the chance because I found out I am passionate about working with our students &amp; it led to…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</td>
<td>RT @SunyaFolayan: It's great to see the networking and information sharing tonight for new grads! #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks</td>
<td>Late check in, my name is Vivian and I am a first year grad student @UMSocialWork #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@TayloredLooks @UMSocialWork Welcome, Vivian! #MacroSW
https://t.co/FHsVsN4uU7

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
@TayloredLooks @UMSocialWork Hi Vivian - I just finished my first year of grad program! Always exciting to see other students joining #MacroSW

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Be sure to listen to career advice even if it doesn’t make sense at the time; the person telling you KNOWS it will. Also thank you @JohnGMcNutt @SusanLCSW @DrTSharpe @itsKryss for steering me in good directions! #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
I think students, especially graduating students, and alumni for that matter, should talk with the career services office at their school, college, university. We have someone in our college who helps student navigate job searches, resumes, interviews & so much more #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Be sure to listen to career advice even if it doesn’t make sense at the time; the person telling you KNOWS it will. Also th...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @karenzgoda: Be sure to listen to career advice even if it doesn’t make sense at the time; the person telling you KNOWS it will. Also th...

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: I think students, especially graduating students, and alumni for that matter, should talk with the career services office...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
I am still in touch with a couple of my @UBSSW professors (I am MSW '95) #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: I think students, especially graduating students, and alumni for that matter, should talk with the career services office...

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: I am still in touch with a couple of my @UBSSW professors (I am MSW '95) #MacroSW https://t.co/amBVEoSGNP
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: I am still in touch with a couple of my @UBSSW professors (I am MSW '95) #MacroSW https://t.co/amBVEoSGNP

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW My @umich field instructor wrote one of my recommendations for the @UBSSW PhD program, 10 years later. #macrosw

Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks
@DeafSocialWork @UMSocialWork Hey Bruno, I am equally excited to see students on #MacroSW chats.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW My @umich field instructor wrote one of my recommendations for the @UBSSW PhD program, 10 years later. #macrosw

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
A2 on career advice: the importance of networking! It makes such a difference. Get involved in the profession, not just a job. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: A2 on career advice: the importance of networking! It makes such a difference. Get involved in the profession, not just...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@TayloredLooks @UMSocialWork Welcome Vivian! #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @newsocialworker: A2 on career advice: the importance of networking! It makes such a difference. Get involved in the profession, not just...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@newsocialworker Sage advice! #MacroSW https://t.co/CQuFmqfuUn

Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks
@SunyaFolayan A2. I really don’t see the benefit as a #MacroSW I recently took an IP Mini Course and I became more aware that it doesn't serve me well as a person who is interested in #research and #programevaluation

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: A2 on career advice: the importance of networking! It makes such a difference. Get involved in the profession, not just...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TayloredLooks: @DeafSocialWork @UMSocialWork Hey Bruno, I am equally excited to see students on #MacroSW chats.

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Have you checked out our #MacroSW Podcast ably facilitated by chat partner Stephen Cummings? @spcummings #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TayloredLooks: @SunyaFolayan A2. I really don't see the benefit as a #MacroSW I recently took an IP Mini Course and I became more aware...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Have you checked out our #MacroSW Podcast ably facilitated by chat partner Stephen Cummings? @spcummings #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
YASSSSSSSSSS!!! #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
https://t.co/5OG3lPfJgk #MacroSW Thank you again for your support of #MacroSW in Patreon In return, we will keep delivering great content, plan expansions for the future to highlight macro practice, and provide our community with some extra perks. #Macrosw

DT Bruno, BSW @DeafSocialWork
@SunyaFolayan @spcummings Were there any consideration about providing transcriptions, as I'd like to follow along and read what is being said #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@TayloredLooks @SunyaFolayan To me, both of those could be considered #macrosw so maybe it’s about how it’s being defined?

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@TayloredLooks @SunyaFolayan Oh I missed the first post about licensure. I’ve already shared my licensure critique! #macrosw

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
A2 I also advise to broaden your job search - don’t limit it too much re: settings, location, role - espec. as a new grad. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@TayloredLooks We have had a recent chat on MacroSW licensure. I'm sure we will address it again in the coming year. #MacroSW
Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@TayloredLooks @SunyaFolayan https://t.co/npkrWFgcBG #macrosw

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: https://t.co/5OG3IPfJgk #MacroSW Thank you again for your support of #MacroSW in Patreon In return, we will keep deliver…

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: A2 I also advise to broaden your job search - don't limit it too much re: settings, location, role - espec. as a new g…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@DeafSocialWork @spcummings Please inbox me, so I can respond to your request appropriately. Thank you for joining us tonight. #Macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Some good info tonight, despite the low turnout! #SpringFever #MacroSW Thanks, @SunyaFolayan for hosting! https://t.co/e0QBeZGnE1

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Some good info tonight, despite the low turnout! #SpringFever #MacroSW Thanks, @SunyaFolayan for hosting! https://t.co/e0QBeZGnE1

Vivian Taylor @TayloredLooks
@ShimonDCohen @nancy_kusmaul Noted! Those CEUs, license prep test, certification, etc are costly. #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
Hey #macrosw thanks for a great chat! Peace out y’all!

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Have a wonderful night! #MacroSW https://t.co/8VtjUNDjFJ

Perfect Stranger @perfectstranger
RT @ShimonDCohen: Hey #macrosw thanks for a great chat! Peace out y’all!

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@UBSSW @SunyaFolayan Quality not quantity 😊 #macrosw

Linda Grobman - The New Social Worker @newsocialworker
Thank you #MacroSW @SunyaFolayan https://t.co/G3zbJDGalw
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